AMPN/REF A is the Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NAMP).

POC/W.T. AINSWORTH/CIV/UNIT: COMNAVAIRFOR/NAME: NAMP MANAGER/TEL:(619)545-1469/EMAIL: will.ainsworth@navy.mil/

GENTEXT/REMARKS/1. COMNAVAIRFORINST 4790.2C Interim Change 6 has been released and is effective immediately.

2. Interim Change 6 implements the new Chapter 12, COMNAVAIRSYSCOM Aviation Depot Level Industrial Program, Depot Special Process Certification, and Naval Air Technical Data and Engineering Service Center (NATEC) Engineering Technical Services (ETS).

A. Interim Change 6 section 12.1 replaces the Depot FRC D-level Quality Programs (DLQP) policy currently in REF A paragraph 7.7. Section 12.2 replaces the Depot FRC D-Level Training, Special Process Certification and Licensing policy currently in REF A paragraph 6.4. Interim Change 6 sections 12.1 and 12.2 do not apply to Navy or Marine Corps O-level or I-level activities.

B. Interim Change 6 section 12.3 replaces the Engineering and Technical Services (ETS) policy currently in REF A paragraph 6.3.10. Section 12.3 is applicable to Navy and Marine Corps O-level and I-level activities.

3. Interim Change 6 has been posted on the NAVAIR SharePoint website (https://myteam.navair.navy.mil/KM/60/business-processes/air-6-7/NAMP). If you need assistance in accessing NAVAIR SharePoint, contact ASCS Hicks, DSN: 757-9065, COMM: 301-757-9065, email: mark.a.hicks4@navy.mil.

4. Depot FRCs will direct questions regarding Interim Change 6
procedures to Mr. Doug Gray, COMFRC Safety and Compliance, tel: (301) 342-4482, email: douglas.gray@navy.mil.//
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